Alliteration Alley

Start: spotted slithering snakes

Finish: pretty pink pencils

1. brown bears beg
2. tall trees
3. fat frogs
4. money making movies
5. fun friends
6. buzzing bees
7. appetizing apples
Alliteration Alley

game pieces
For grades 2-3; Groups of 2-4

How to Play:
1. Remove the title, instructions, and answer key. Place one game piece beside START for each player. Place the game cards beside the board.
2. Taking turns, players turn over a card and read it. The player whose turn it is completes the sentence using alliteration. All the words in the sentence must start with the same letter.
3. The player may move one space for each word added to the sentence on the card. For example, if the card reads “Brown bears,” and the player says “Brown bears bite birds,” the player may move 2 spaces (one for “bite” and one for “birds”).
4. Return cards to the bottom of the stack after each use.
5. The first player to reach FINISH wins the game.

Amazing apes

__________.

Alligators ate

__________.

Brown bears

__________.

Crazy cats

__________.

Dirty dogs

__________.
Fluffy feathers
__________.

Happy hippos
__________.

Kind kittens
__________.

Marvelous monkeys
__________.

Green grapes
__________.

Jolly jacks
__________.

Loud laughs
__________.

New nests
__________.
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Perky penguins ________.

Skinny squirrels ________.

Unusual umbrellas ________.

Charming children ________.

Red robins ________.

Tall trees ________.

Buzzing bees ________.

Shiny shoes ________.